Mode One Multimedia, Inc.
Questionnaire for One-on-One Coaching Client

The TOP FOUR OBJECTIVES of Alan Roger Currie’s ‘Mode One’ Dating Coaching
1. To help the Dating Coaching Client overcome his fears and egotistical insecurities that
have up to this point inhibited him and prevented him from approaching women of
interest and initiating a conversation with them;
2. To help the Dating Coaching Client overcome his fear of expressing his romantic and/or
sexual desires, interests and intentions to women of interest within approximately the
first five (5) minutes of his first conversation with a woman
3. To help the Dating Coaching Client reach a point where women’s harsh and nitpicky
criticisms, petty and/ highly subjective insults, abrupt rejections, and overall negative
reactions do not negative affect the client’s sense of self-confidence and/or self-esteem
4. To help the Dating Coaching Client develop a highly perceptive “intuitive instinct” about
women’s words and conversation as well as women’s overt and subtle body language
signs and signals so that he will be able to quickly and effectively distinguish between a
woman who is a ‘Pretender’ type and a woman who is a genuine ‘Rejecter’ type, and
similarly, be able to quickly and effectively distinguish between a woman who is a
‘Timewaster’ type and a woman who is a more sincere ‘Reciprocator’ type
Half Day (4-hour) Dating Coaching Sessions cover Objectives #1 and #2;
Full Day (8-hour) Dating Coaching Sessions cover Objectives #1, #2, and #3;
3-Day (14-hour) Dating Coaching Sessions cover Objectives #1, #2, #3, and #4
When Alan meets with you on the day of your Dating Coaching session, your remaining Coaching Session Fee can only
be accepted in the form of cash. The initial deposit and installment payments can be made via PayPal, money order,
and/or Bank Certified Cashier’s Check.
Please bring with you pen or pencil, and a notebook or small-to-medium sized journal in order to take notes. Accepting
lengthy phone calls via your mobile phone during a Dating Coaching Session is strictly prohibited. Also, no Dating
Coaching Client is allowed to bring friends, relatives, children, and/or other miscellaneous acquaintances to the Dating
Coaching session.
Please return the following questionnaire and essay questions to Alan via Email NO LATER than five business days before
your scheduled face-to-face coaching session with Alan Roger Currie.

By checking the box to the left, you certify that you have never been charged with and/or convicted of
rape, date-rape, sexual assault, stalking a woman, and/or physically harassing a woman

1)

How many of Alan Roger Currie’s books have you read and/or listened to? (check all answers that apply)
Mode One: Let the Women Know What You’re REALLY Thinking [eBook or paperback]
Mode One: Let the Women Know What You’re REALLY Thinking [audiobook version]
Mode One – HARDCORE: The Definitive Guide to Having Casual Sex with Women
who don’t normally engage in Casual Sex [eBook]
Upfront and Straightforward: Let the Manipulative Game Players Know What You’re REALLY
Thinking [eBook or Paperback]
Mode One – Semantics & Scenarios: Inside the Mind of the Manipulative Game Player [eBook]
Oooooh . . . Say it Again: Mastering the Fine Art of Verbal Seduction and Aural Sex [eBook or
paperback]
Oooooh . . . Say it Again: Mastering the Fine Art of Verbal Seduction and Aural Sex [audiobook]
The Possibility of Sex: How Naïve and Lustful Men are Manipulated by Women Regularly [eBook]
The Possibility of Sex: How Naïve and Lustful Men are Manipulated by Women Regularly
[audiobook]
The Beta Male Revolution: Why Many Men Have Totally Lost Interest in Marriage in Today’s
Society [eBook or paperback]
The Beta Male Revolution: Why Many Men Have Totally Lost Interest in Marriage in Today’s Society
[audiobook]

2)

Have you ever listened to Alan’s Talk Radio Podcast Programs? (check all answers that apply)
Upfront & Straightforward with Alan Roger Currie [BlogTalkRadio Internet Radio Network]
The Erotic Conversationalist [pre-recorded mp3 downloads on http:///www.modeone.net]

3)

How frequently do you avoid approaching a woman of interest and/or avoid initiating a conversation with a
woman of interests because of a profound fear of being rejected (circle your response)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

4)

99% of the time
No less than 75% of the time
No less than 60% of the time
No less than 40% of the time
Only about maybe 25% of the time, if not less

How many times have you told a woman of interest that you had a desire to share her company, one-on-one, in
a physically romantic and/or sexual manner within roughly the first five minutes of your very first conversation
with her? (circle your response)
A) 90% - 99% of the time
B) Probably 75% of the time or more
C) Probably 50% of the time or more
D) Probably 16% of the time or more
E) Probably 15% of the time or less
F) Never, Ever

5)

6)

What is the longest period of time you were involved in a long-term monogamous romantic & sexual relationship
with a woman (write down your response; Example would be, “15 months” or “2 years and 3 months” etc.)
Approximately how many women have you had sex with in your life (circle your response)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

7)

Approximately how many “purely platonic” female friends do you have? (circle your response)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

8)

More than 50
About 35-49 platonic female friends
About 25-34 platonic female friends
About 11-24 platonic female friends
About 10 or less
I do not currently have any long-standing, active purely platonic friendships with anywomen

What is the longest conversation that you have ever had with a woman of interest where the primary topic of
discussion was about oral sex, intercourse, porn, or orgasmic pleasure in general? (circle your response)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

9)

More than 100 women
75-100 women
50-74 women
25-49 women
Less than 25 women
I am a virgin

Over two hours long
Between an hour and two hours long
Between a half-hour and an hour long
Between fifteen minutes and a half-hour
Less than fifteen minutes
I have never, ever had a conversation with a woman where the primary topic of discussion was about sex

How do you feel after a woman has abruptly rejected you and/or harshly criticized you after you approached her
and initiated a conversation with her? (circle your response)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Angry, Resentful, and Bitter
Very, very frustrated
Extremely disappointed and hurt
Mildly disappointed
Didn’t really bother me too much
Honestly, I have never had the confidence to approach a woman of interest and initiate a conversation with
her

10) What currently frustrates you about your love life, sex life, and overall social life?

11) In what way would you like to see yourself “transformed” within days, weeks, or months after you complete your
One-on-One Dating Coaching Session with Alan Roger Currie?

When completed, please send to "coaching@modeone.net"
Note: All one-on-one (face-to-face) clients will receive up to six (6) months of free Email consultations and/or
Skype -or- Telephone consultations with Alan once their face-to-face coaching session has concluded

